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Abstract 

We confira that a clear correlation exists between the Cosmic Ray 
Source/Local Galactic abundance ratio and the ionization cross section 
of the corresponding neutral elements,as pointed out originally by 
Krisstianson in 1971.However we are not able to propose a firm 
explanation to this empirical fact. 

1 Introduction. Krisstianson (1971,1972 and 1974),was the first to 
realize that the over and underabundances at the Cosmic Ray Source (CRS) 
with respect to the Local Galactic (LG> standard were apparently related 
to the ionization cross section of the various neutral species by 
electrons of about Ô0 eV.This energy,incidentally,corresponds more or 
less to the maximum of the ionization cross section. In this short paper 
we reassess the question on the basis of updated values. 

2.The empirical correlation.The ionization cross sections of neutrals 
rise abruptly above a certain threshold depending on the nature of 
thecheraical element considered,reaches a maximum aroud 50 to 100 eV and 
decreases exponentially.The maximum values for the elements of 
interest, o-,.., have been carefully selected by Arnaud and Rothenf lug (to be 
published).The CRS/LG ratios are taken from the extensive work of Meyer 
(1985,1986).To our surprise CRS/LG correlates with c, even better than 
with FIP (first ionisation potential),as shown in figures 1 and 
2.Naively,this fact suggests that the gaseous reservoir of cosmic ray 
particles is initially neutral and that a burst of electrons,near their 
maximum ionization efficiency,ionizes the medium,allowing the produced 
ions to be injected into the acceleration region.This simple scenario is 
difficult to insert in a precise astrophysical context since,in 
general,neutral media,like molecular clouds,are infested by dust grains 
that alter dramatically the elemental abundances in the gaseous phase,as 
already mentionned in Cassé and Goret (1978).We note however that 
electrons in the 100 MeV range are may be good agents of grain 
sputtering (Bibring,private communication).Furthermore,the dominating 
influence of the ionization cross section can only be understood if 
electron recombination has no time to take place,otherwise the whole 
picture would be jeopardized.This would imply short injection time 
scales depending on the density of the medium.The origin of the fast 
electrons is also mysterious,but there is no lack of electromagnetic 
mechanisms to accelerate them at these low energy. 

3. Conclusion. The proportionality between CRS/LG versus v^ is still a 
curiosity.By no means we would want to exclude cosmic ray source models 
that do not integrate this empirical fact (see e.g. Meyer 1986 and 
references therein),but we call for an explanation. 
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IONISATION CROSS SECTION, a ( ! 0 " 1 6 c m 2 ) 

Fig. 1 CPS/LG versus .r.„.The plotted elements are successive!'. 
He.He.O.N.C, Ar,S.Zn,Xe,Na,Ca,Cu, Kg.Sr.Te, and Ba f-r which good IT'S 
exist in litsratur 
discrepant. 

s.Thsy ara normalize d to S i . H ''not shown) i s 
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IONIZATION POTENTIAL, 1 ( ev) 

Fig.2 CRS/LG versus ?IP.The plotted elements trcm left to 
wrignt are Na. Ba, Ai.Ca. ttj. Cu, Te, Zn, S, C. Xe. 0, Y.r, N, Ar. He and He. They are 
nornalized to Si.H is also discrepant. 
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